
 

 

 

 

Curriculum design and coverage 

We are committed to making St Mary & St John an inclusive environment, fostering curiosity, spirituality, creativity 
and respect. At our school we want everyone to be valued, to explore the joy of learning, and to achieve their full 
potential. Children at St Mary and St John celebrate the richness of diversity within our school community. They are 
confident, empathetic, and resilient, able to take measured risks with a sense of self-belief. We strive to empower the 
children at school, motivating them in an environment where they feel valued and understand the power of being 
inquisitive. When they leave us, they will be enthusiastic life-long learners who are ambitious, courageous and able to 
build positive, healthy relationships. 

 

Intent of St Mary and St John’s Curriculum 

 Engages children in memorable learning experiences which encourage, stretch and support them on their journey 

to realise their full potential. 

 Accessible for all children, providing opportunities for discussion, exploration and risk taking. 

Implementation of St Mary and St John’s Curriculum 

 Sequencing of lessons provides small steps in learning which build on prior learning experiences, allowing children 

to make cross-curricular links. 

 Lessons balance skills and knowledge. 

 Meaningful experiences in learning provide rich learning opportunities. 

 Understanding there is no ceiling on learning, having high expectations for all children. 

Impact of St Mary and St John’s Curriculum  

 Establish a sense of belonging to the school and community with an ability to respect the rights of, and be 

inclusive of, others. 

 Children make connections in their learning. 

 Children succeed in their learning, no matter their starting point and develop a life-long love of learning. 

 Children are resilient, feeling confident and safe to take risks. 

 Children make meaningful, positive relationships, with both adults and children. 

 

Intent of PSHE Curriculum  

At Saints Mary and John CE Primary School, PSHE is at the core of what we do and prepares our children to become 

confident, resilient, healthy, and future responsible members of society. We also strive to develop the “whole child” 

emotionally, culturally, socially, and spiritually. Through our whole-school approach to PSHE, it is our belief that 

children will develop their sense of self and how they relate to others in our culturally rich and diverse school 

community. PSHE is taught across the school from Year 1 to Year 6 on a weekly basis and as a school, we follow the 

Jigsaw PSHE scheme. Our PSHE curriculum equips children with relevant and meaningful content, which is supported 

through a strong emphasis on emotional literacy, building resilience and developing tolerance. With an ever-changing 

and complex society, we strive to provide our children with a strong understanding of the diverse world around them, 

and to support them in playing a positive role in contributing to the school and the wider community. Weaving 

through the heart of our PSHE teaching, is a commitment to making links with our relevant core school values: love, 

respect, empathy, courage, aspiration, and curiosity, and with our restorative whole school approach.   

 



 

 

 

Implementation of PSHE Curriculum 

Our whole curriculum is shaped by our school vision which values all children in our school community and aims for 

them to explore the joy of learning, become resilient but measured risk-takers and achieve their full potential in the 

ever-changing world they inhabit. We teach the National Curriculum, supported by a clear skills and knowledge 

progression. This ensures that skills and knowledge are built on year by year and sequenced appropriately to maximise 

learning for all children. 

 Children will learn about Personal Safety (including online safety|) Health Education, Social Education, Drugs 

Education and Relationships and Sex Education. 

 

The Jigsaw Scheme of |Work – ensures that children experience clear sequencing and content progression in their 

experience of  the PSHE curriculum.  

 

PSHE directs our aim on developing the “whole child” through an age-appropriate spiral curriculum, approach to 

developing knowledge, skills and understanding in the areas of: 

 Being Me in My World  

 Celebrating Difference  

 Dreams and Goals   

 Healthy Me   

 Relationships 

 Changing Me 

The aim is that children will build a body of relevant knowledge which they are able to draw from and build on.  

 Children will also have opportunities to widen their understanding of a range of relevant personal, social, and 

ecological issues, and develop positive attitudes to healthy life choices through well planned visits and through 

external visitors.  

Impact of PSHE Curriculum 

By the time children leave our school they will have a good understanding of how to stay safe, healthy, and how to 
build positive, healthy relationships. To have a strong self-awareness, interlinked with an empathetic understanding of 
others, and the skills to emotionally regulate oneself to succeed and prosper in life. To have an appreciation of what it 
means to be a positive and responsible member of a diverse society and to be a wider global citizen.  

  

 


